Revolutionary War (April 19, 1775 – April 11, 1783)

Nonfiction History:

DB 21085 George Washington and the American Revolution by Burke Davis
DB 60330 1776 by David G. McCullough
DB 66070 For Liberty and Glory: Washington, LaFayette, and Their Revolutions by James R. Gaines
DB 66275 The Perils of Peace: America’s Struggle for Survival After Yorktown by Thomas Fleming
DB 66685 Common Sense, Rights of Man, and Other Essential Writings of Thomas Paine by Thomas Paine (Political Writings that Spurred on the Revolution)
DB 66732 Almost a Miracle: The American Victory in the War of Independence by John Ferling
DB 67019 Benedict Arnold’s Navy: The Ragtag Fleet That Lost the Battle of Lake Champlain but Won the American Revolution by James L. Nelson
DB 68001 Patriot Pirates: The Privateer War for Freedom and Fortune in the American Revolution by Robert H. Patton
DB 68052 The Drillmaster of Valley Forge: The Baron de Steuben and the Making of the American Army by Paul Lockhart
DB 68561 Shay’s Rebellion: The American Revolution’s Final Battle by Leonard L. Richards
DB 68748 Forgotten Patriots: The Untold Story of American Prisoners During the Revolutionary War by Edwin G. Burrows
DB 68849 Samuel Adams: A Life by Ira Stoll
DB 69615 War on the Run: The Epic Story of Robert Rogers and the Conquest of America’s First Frontier by John F. Ross
DB 71240 Braddock’s March: How the Man Sent to Seize a Continent Changed American History by Thomas E. Crocker
DB 71368 Henry Knox: Visionary General of the American Revolution by Mark Puls
DB 71723 Friends of Liberty: Thomas Jefferson, Tadeusz Kosciuszko, and Agrippa Hull; A Tale of Three Patriots, Two Revolutions, and a Tragic Betrayal of Freedom in the New Nation by Gary B. Nash and Graham Russell Gao Hodges
DB 72863 Betsy Ross and the Making of America by Marla R. Miller
DB 74725 Robert Morris: Financier of the American Revolution by Charles Rappleye
Order any of these books today by contacting your Readers Advisor at
1-800-742-7691 | 1-402-471-4038 | nlc.talkingbook@nebraska.gov

DB 74802 Ethan Allen: His Life and Times by Willard Sterne Randall
DB 75530 Treacherous Beauty: Peggy Shippen, the Woman Behind Benedict Arnold’s Plot to Betray America by Mark Jacob and Stephen H. Case
DB 75715 1775: A Good Year for Revolution by Kevin Phillips
DB 76816 Bunker Hill: A City, a Siege, a Revolution by Nathaniel Philbrick
DB 76920 Revolutionary Summer: The Birth of American Independence by Joseph J. Ellis
DB 77861 George Washington’s Secret Six: The Spy Ring That Saved the American Revolution by Brian Kilmeade and Don Yaeger
DB 78471 The Battle for the Fourteenth Colony: America’s War of Liberation in Canada, 1774-1776 by Mark R. Anderson (Not directly related, but overlaps with the Revolution)
DB 78621 The Men Who Lost America: British Leadership, the American Revolution, and the Fate of the Empire by Andrew Jackson O’Shaughnessy
DB 84626 Valiant Ambition: George Washington, Benedict Arnold, and the Fate of the American Revolution by Nathaniel Philbrick
DB 85884 American Revolutions: A Continental History, 1750-1804 by Alan Taylor
DB 86682 The Struggle for Sea Power: A Naval History of the American Revolution by Sam Willis
DB 88053 The War Before Independence: 1775-1776 by Derek W. Beck
DB 88358 Revolution on the Hudson: New York City and the Hudson River Valley in the American War of Independence by George C. Daughan

Invasion of Canada (June 1775 – October 1776)

Nonfiction History:
DB 78471 The Battle for the Fourteenth Colony: America’s War of Liberation in Canada, 1774-1776 by Mark R. Anderson

Historical Fiction:
Series:
The American Revolution Series by Jeff Shaara

DB 52454 Rise to Rebellion: The American Revolution, Book 1
Order any of these books today by contacting your Readers Advisor at 1-800-742-7691 | 1-402-471-4038 | nlc.talkingbook@nebraska.gov

DB 55251 The Glorious Cause: The American Revolution, Book 2
George Washington Series by Newt Gingrich and others

DB 70742 To Try Men’s Souls: A Novel of George Washington and the Fight for American Freedom: George Washington, Book 1

DB 73862 Valley Forge: George Washington and the Crucible of Victory; George Washington, Book 2

DB 76658 Victory at Yorktown: George Washington, Book 3

The Revolution at Sea Saga by James L. Nelson

DB 55311 By Force of Arms: The Revolution at Sea Saga, Book 1

DB 55312 The Maddest Idea: The Revolution at Sea Saga, Book 2

DB 55313 The Continental Risque: The Revolution at Sea Saga, Book 3

DB 55314 Lords of the Ocean: The Revolution at Sea Saga, Book 4

DB 55980 All the Brave Fellows: The Revolution at Sea Saga, Book 5

Standalone Novels:

DB 67918 Johnny One-Eye: A Tale of the American Revolution by Jerome Charyn

DB 76939 Martha Peake: A Novel of the Revolution by Patrick McGrath

DB 78228 Revolutionary by Alex Myers